
How to Use the Inspire Academic Alert Feature

From the main navigation menu click “Academic Alerts”.



Next, you will see a list of your assigned courses. Click on a course to see your student
rosters.

Each class roster will have the name of your course as a heading, and then a list of your
students for that course. You will be able to view a student’s name, ACCeID number,
Blackboard login information, major, and assigned academic guidance specialist (AGS).



Sending an Academic Alert

To send an Academic Alert:

1) Click on the “+add general alert” link next to the student’s name to go to the alert page.
2) Then, choose the level of academic alert from the drop down menu.



On the student’s page, use the drop down menu to choose the alert level for the message.

There are 3 alert levels:

● Give a Commendation to recognize exceptional performance.
● Choose Medium Alert to flag a concern that you feel might result in serious consequences if

left unresolved.
● Choose High Alert if the student is in immediate danger of failure or other serious

consequences.



About the Choices for Commendation and Alert Levels:

● Faculty will choose the areas of concern for medium or high alert or excellence for
commendation.

● For the list of choices, there is no limit to how many boxes can be checked.
● Faculty will choose what concerns the student is exhibiting, what the student should do to help

him/her/themself, and then choose suggestions for the academic guidance specialist (AGS) to
complete .

● After the choices are made, an email is generated and sent to the student’s ACC email
account. A copy is also sent to the AGS. Faculty will also have a copy in the sent folder in the
Academic Alert system.

● Every choice for all three alerts also has an “Other’” box listed. When this box is checked, a
text box opens for the faculty member to write specifics about the student and/or the guidance
specialist.

● Once the AGS has received the alert, they will complete what the faculty member has
suggested, and will resolve the alert, which is a separate email that will be sent to the faculty
member.



Commendation Choices

Choose “Commendation” from the drop down menu and then click on the choices available.



Commendation Sample Email



Medium Alert Choices



Medium Alert Sample Email to Student



High Alert Choices



High Alert Sample Email to Student


